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I Own This: July 2021 Nominees
/ Published Aug. 4, 2021
PS Magazine’s I Own This campaign is designed to recognize Warfighters of all
services who exemplify the highest standards of care for their assigned vehicles and
equipment and contribute in meaningful ways to their unit's overall maintenance and
supply posture. In short, they live and breathe readiness.
This month, we had one Warfigther nominated for the IOT program: SFC Wesley
Cheek, U.S. Army.
Spotlight Profile
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SFC Wesley Z. Cheek
Army Active
HQ, 4th IBCT (ABN), 25th Infantry Div.
Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson (JBER), AK
Nominated by: CPT Dakota Relford

How did you come to know/observe the nominee's actions? I am the Support
Operations Officer and his supervisor.
Why does this individual deserve recognition? Since SFC Cheek started serving
as the maintenance manager of the 4/25 IBCT(ABN) in January, all maintenance
metrics across the BCT have improved. The BCT’s total OR rate went from 93.1% to
96.2%. Total fully mission-capable (FMC) pacers across the BCT increased from 85%
to 96%. And overall overaged reparable item list (ORIL) decreased from 200 down to
150.
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Under SFC Cheek’s management, quarterly inventories for 4/25’s storage locations
(SLOCs) were 100% completed in QTR3. He conducted staff-assisted visits on each
BN and ensured all units have the access to the COMET team, the AFSBn LARS,
DLA, and many other resources. He also helped develop the concept of support for
maintenance and recovery for three major exercises.
Additional Comments: In addition to these accomplishments, SFC Cheeks
distinguished himself in numerous jumpmaster duties, effectively balancing his time
between his maintenance management and his Airborne responsibilities. Since he
started serving as maintenance manager, he has not had a warrant officer in the
maintenance shop. He has led all of 4/25’s maintenance meetings with the BDE XO
and has directed and advised the brigade’s maintenance strategy from success to
success. A true Sustainer!
To learn more about nominating a Warfighter for this recognition, read the
article HERE.
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I Own This Campaign: Nominate a
Deserving Warfighter
/ Published Aug. 16, 2021
Taking ownership and pride in assigned vehicles and equipment is vital to ensuring
personal, unit and fleet readiness. Without this personal investment and active
involvement, Warfighters fail to ensure preventive and scheduled maintenance gets
done when it should and by the book. This failure, in turn, results in non-mission
capable (NMC) vehicles and equipment, which negatively affects overall combat
readiness.
Do you have or work alongside a Warfighter* in your unit/organization who
takes full ownership of their assigned vehicle(s) and equipment?
Do they complete all their preventive maintenance checks and services
(PMCS) with pride?
Do they exhort their peers to do the same? Are they serious about being
combat ready at all times?

Then nominate them for the PS Magazine I Own This
campaign, where they’ll be featured on the magazine’s
website.
The campaign works like this:

1. Complete the nomination form located HERE. Nominations will be accepted on
a rolling/ongoing basis and anyone can nominate a Warfighter so long as they
have daily, working knowledge of the Warfighter’s exemplary behavior.
2. At the end of each calendar month, one name among those submitted over the
prior 30 days will be selected at random. The reason for making it random is to
avoid concerns about the fairness of the selection process and to lessen the
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administrative burden of running a monthly selection panel.
3. The magazine’s supervisory editor will communicate with the commander of
whomever is selected to ensure the commander concurs with the nomination
and endorses the recognition, unless he or she made the nomination.
4. A photo or two of the nominated Warfighter beside or with their vehicle or
equipment is encouraged with all nominations. Please ensure, however, they're
OPSEC-compliant and don't include any security violations. You can email your
pictures separately to: usarmy.redstone.asc.mbx.psmag@mail.mil. Ensure to
include the Warfighter's name and relevant caption information.
5. Although the randomly-selected Warfighter will be prominently featured, the
names of all nominated Warfighters, along with a brief explanation of the
reason, will be included on the I Own This campaign webpage created for that
month. Nominees will also appear on PS’s social media platforms and its
newsletter.
* NOTE: Currently the "I Own This Campaign" is focused on uniformed personnel of
all service branches. At some point in the future, the campaign may be opened to
civilian personnel or a separate, parallel campaign launched.
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The Future is Now: AMC Implements
Additive Manufacturing Digital Thread
/ Published Aug. 24, 2021

Photo by Spc. Adeline Witherspoon

The U.S. Army Materiel Command’s (AMC's) mission is to develop and deliver
materiel readiness solutions to ensure globally-dominant land force capabilities. This
includes managing the global supply chain and synchronizing logistics and
sustainment activities across the Army. To be successful, AMC not only has to focus
on present challenges but anticipate future opportunities that will enable it to sustain
Army readiness smarter, faster, safer and more cost-effectively.
One emerging technology that holds great promise for achieving these outcomes is
Additive Manufacturing (AM), a fancy term for 3D printing technology. Imagine, for a
moment, a BCT in the close fight has a Stryker go down for a support bracket. A
replacement isn’t immediately available and it will take roughly two weeks to arrive via
normal supply channels. But back in the support area, the maintenance shop has 3D
printers working 24-hours a day. A Global Combat Support System–Army (GCSSArmy) clerk calls up the “data set” needed to replicate the part, enters it into the
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printer and, shazam, the part is produced and sped to the unit.
Like any emerging technology, however, AM needs to be studied, vetted and
experimented with in order to determine how best to implement this capability. It’s not
as if the Army can suddenly start 3D printing every repair or spare part it needs. AMC
has already started all of these efforts and is, in fact, well along in its adoption of AM.
To capture the various studies, recommendations and the resulting data sets that will
actually produce repair parts, AMC G-3 Supply Chain Management Directorate led an
effort to establish what is termed the AM Digital Thread (AM DT). Effective Aug 30,
2021, the AM DT will become operational, providing standard processes and
means for submitting AM candidates, obtaining status concerning AM evaluations,
submitting AM requests for technical data and accessing approved AM technical data
for 3D printing parts.
The AM DT will be accessible to authorized users within the Army enterprise to
include program and product managers; Combat Capabilities Development
Command and subordinate engineering support activities; HQ AMC and its life-cycle
management commands; organic industrial base (OIB) sites; and Soldiers in the field.
Users have the ability to search for AM-approved materials and items, search and
download approved 3D print files, request evaluations for new candidates, and
request assistance with AM production methods.
The AM DT capability resides in the Logistics Modernization Program (LMP) and can
be directly accessed via the GCSS-Army portal. The AM DT is only accessible by
authorized users who should coordinate with their local LMP user account manager,
GCSS-Army access administrator or chain of command for access requirements and
assistance.
Training courses for AM DT are already available in the Army Learning Management
System (ALMS). It’s recommended you use the search term “AMDT” in ALMS to
obtain a full listing of applicable courses. Once inside a course, users are encouraged
to review all available materials, as some courses include job aids and other helpful
documents. You can access ALMS training at:
https://www.lms.army.mil/
For system or technical assistance, contact the following:
LMP Service Desk (HQ AMC, LCMCs, OIB sites, etc.)
Toll-Free Number: 844-357-0401
Email: usarmy.letterkenny.peo-eis.other.lmphelpdesk@mail.mil
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GCSS-Army Help Desk (Tactical users, etc.)
Toll-Free Number: 866-547-1349; Local: 804-734-1051
Service Desk for Tickets: https://service.peoeis.army.mil/gcssa
Self-Help: https://gcss.army.mil/selfhelp.html
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Aviation

Apache: Use DA Form 2028 for IETM
Improvements
/ Published Aug. 2, 2021

Photo by Charles Rosemond

Soldiers, the Apache IETM group appreciates the contributions you’ve made to
improve the Apache TMs.
So if you have a suggestion or recommendation for a problem you see with an IETM,
the pubs group wants to hear from you. Submit a DA Form 2028, Recommended
Changes to Publications and Blank Forms, and include all the details they’ll need to
help them get to the right place in the IETM so they can address the problem.
Need help doing that? When filling out a DA Form 2028, include specific information
like:
Tail number (preferred) or model designator (model not required if tail
number is provided)
Dialogue questions for installed modifications
Folder location or exact title
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Dialogue questions answered within the task
Approximately how many steps into the task the problem occurs
An attached screenshot of the IETM in the area in question or any other
supporting information or photos that would help clarify the issue
A good contact phone number or email address so the reviewer can
contact you if they need clarification (This is really important.)
Anyone can submit a DA Form 2028 by going to:
https://pubsweb.redstone.army.mil
When you get to the site, you’ll see that the URL is now CAC-enabled and you’ll have
to request access. You can also submit 2028s by fax, e-mail or snail mail.
Detailed information for all methods to submit DA Form 2028s is located in the IETM
on the initial splash/title screen and from the IETM table of contents at: AIRCRAFT
GENERAL INFORMATION/HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL/Recommending Changes
to Equipment Technical Publications. Or look under the Help button in the top menu
bar: How to Use This Manual, Recommending Changes to Equipment Technical
Publications.
Submit suggestions for improvements to just the IETM software (not the technical
data) by e-mail:
DL-LongbowIETM@west.boeing.com
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Apache: Stay in Touch with
Transportability Team
/ Published Aug. 2, 2021

Photo Courtesy of Apache PM Transportability Team

The Apache Project Management (PM) Transportability Team (APMTT) provides
support to Apache units requiring movement. This includes preparing equipment,
providing a transportability technician and conducting training and pre-deployment
preparation mentoring. This training is on-site at no cost to units. The team also
provides ongoing training on the proper use of all Apache transport equipment and
modes of movement.
To learn more about the APMTT, click on the graphic below to view a PDF with
additional information:
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Click on image above to view PDF with more info
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AH-64D/E: Trouble with MUMT?
/ Published Aug. 4, 2021

Photo by Capt. Stephen James

According to the Apache Sensors Project Office, maintainers are encountering poor
Manned Un-Manned Teaming (MUMT) signal strength on systems that check out with
a test set, while pilots are reporting having bad video in the aircraft.
Loose connectors on the remotely operated vehicle enhanced radio (ROVER) and the
radio frequency equipment (RFE), particularly the radio frequency or RF cables
between them, appear to be the cause. If the connectors come loose, either due to
incorrect installation or while in flight, it can cause a weak signal to be transmitted and
received by the MUMT system.
Faults associated with bad or loose cables show up as loopback failures on the Air to
Air to Ground (AAG) system. The V4.1- and V6-equipped units with Manned UnManned Teaming Expanded (MUMT-X) will have more detailed faults relating to
Transmit (Tx)/Receive (Rx) signal failures or power control issues.
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The steps for installing these components are in TM 1-1520-Longbow/Apache IETM
(May 02) under remove, inspect, and install. If you’re working with the Air to Air to
Ground Expanded, (AAG-X) MUMT, make sure you select the V4.1 Modification Work
Order (MWO) option for your tail number in the IETM.
Got questions? Contact Mike Behr, Joe Strawser or Scott Fagersten in the Apache
Sensors Project Office at:
michael.e.behr.civ@mail.mil
joseph.l.strawser.ctr@mail.mil
scott.g.fagersten.ctr@mail.mil
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UH-60: Turn in These Unserviceable
Parts
/ Published Aug. 5, 2021

Photo by Master Sgt. Matt Hecht

Mechanics, the NSNs below have a low unserviceable return rate. All units should
check their back shops for unserviceable parts and ship them in their original
containers ASAP.
Remember that turning in assets using alternate packaging other than original
containers costs the government an extra $200 per asset to purchase new containers
to ship repaired serviceable assets back to you. This also causes delays in contract
deliveries.
Item

NSN
1680DI digital 01computer 5660366

PN

Item Manager

30279-0302

Tiffany Jordan
tiffany.a.jordan4.civ@mail.mil
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Shipping 8145101414Tarrence Gray
and
00078/13414- tarrence.l.gray.civ@mail.mil
storage 549078/3028container 6647 1/MP101208
Item

NSN

PN

Item Manager

1680Remote
01Tiffany Jordan
data
30201-0501
500tiffany.a.jordan4.civ@mail.mil
concentrator
6388
8145Shipping
00- 102529/13414Tarrence Gray
and storage
485038
tarrence.l.gray.civ@mail.mil
container
8256
Item

NSN
PN
Item Manager
5895Control
70600-0280601Melissa Argueta
data
103/30279576melissa.d.argueta2.civ@mail.mil
analysis
0301/70600-02806
1873
Shipping 8145and
00- 13414-083/2893Tarrence Gray
storage 449- 1/84225/MP101249 tarrence.l.gray.civ@mail.mil
container 8427
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UH-60: Need IVHMS Tech Support? You
Got It!
/ Published Aug. 5, 2021
Photo by Master Sgt. Mark Olsen

Mechanics, if you need help with your Black Hawk Integrated Vehicle Management
System (IVHMS), contact your regional IVHMS representative or the Utility Helicopter
Project Office (UHPO) POCs listed below by email:

Bob Branhof (IVHMS Lead)
robert.w.branhof.civ@mail.mil

Booker Malone (IVHMS/EDGS SME)
booker.t.malone.ctr@mail.mil

Stephanie Bennett (IVHMS/EDGS IT Lead)
stephanie.r.bennett8.civ@mail.mil

Hope Sprinkle (IVHMS Data Movement)
hope.q.sprinkle.ctr@mail.mil

Jason Touchton (IVHMS/EDGS SME)
jason.e.touchton.ctr@mail.mil

Kiel Adams (IVHMS/EDGS IT Support)
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evan.k.adams.ctr@mail.mil
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Apache: CCAD Needs Unserviceable
Carrier Drive Assemblies
/ Published Aug. 10, 2021

Photo by Sgt. Sarah Sangster
Apache armament maintainers, check your back shops and work locations for
unserviceable carrier drive assemblies, NSN 1005-01-221-7602. Corpus Christi Army
Depot (CCAD) needs them.
If you won’t be locally repairing all F-condition carrier drive assemblies, they should
be turned in to CCAD ASAP in order to sustain their repair program.
Right now, CCAD has zero unserviceable carrier drive assemblies to repair. If you got
‘em, get ‘em in now!
Got questions for the TACOM POCs? Contact David Jirak, Allison Bingham or Tracy
Hernandez by email:
david.e.jirak.civ@mail.mil
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allison.d.bingham.civ@mail.mil
tracy.e.hernandez.civ@mail.mil
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MEDEVAC: Get Your MEDMET Training
Done
/ Published Aug. 17, 2021

Photo by Sgt. Sarah Sangster
PD MEDEVAC is on a mission to make sure the MEDEVAC community gets needed
maintenance training.
In response to a fleet-wide maintenance training deficiency for fielded H-60
MEDEVAC mission equipment, PD MEDEVAC has developed new training. This
training is held four times a year (Feb, May, Aug and Nov) at the MEDEVAC Mission
Equipment Training (MEDMET) Center at Ft Hood, TX.
The classes target 15T and 15F maintenance personnel, DA civilians and contractors
supporting maintenance of H-60 MEDEVAC aircraft and mission equipment.
Check out the information card below for further details on MEDMET training.
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Click on image above to view and save a full-sized PDF version

Got questions on training? Contact Romulo Ordonez and Mike Brooks by email at:
romulo.i.ordonez.civ@mail.mil
michael.w.brooks28.civ@mail.mil
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AH-64D/E: Protecting Your TADS/PNVS
Time Delay Unit
/ Published Aug. 20, 2021

Photo by Sgt. Sarah Sangster

Mechanics and operators, if you’re seeing screen degradation on the Target
Acquisition Designation Sight/Pilot Night Vision Time Delay Unit (TADS/PNVS TDU),
that’s a sign of a breakdown in the polarization layer of the unit caused by exposure
to sunlight or solar radiation, as well as heat and humidity. To learn more about
potential mission impacts of this damage, click on the link below to read a message
from the product director:
Apache Sensors Project Office Information (PDF)
Protecting the TDU from this type of damage is simple. Use the cover, NSN 1270-01571-0298 (PN 76502623-001), to protect the TDU. The cover prevents or eliminates
degradation.
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Use cover to protect screen

Every new aircraft coming off the production line since 2007 has been issued a TDU
cover and is a part of the aircraft flyaway gear. It is also included on the DA Form
2408-17, Aircraft Inventory Record.
Make a note that a publication update is in the works for the Interactive Electronic
Technical Manual (IETM) TM 1-1520-Longbow/Apache, EM 0126 (May 21), to add
the remove and install instructions for the TADS cover.
Got questions about TADS/PNVS? Contact the Apache Sensor Sensors Project
Office POCs, Wayne Bubnick and Emily Austin, by email:
wayne.e.bubnick.ctr@mail.mil
emily.k.austin2.civ@mail.mil
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UH-60: Ordering Non-Stock Listed
Parts
/ Published Aug. 24, 2021

Photo Courtesy of Utility Helicopter Project Office

MEDEVAC maintainers in the field frequently request non-stock listed items. Even if
an item or part doesn’t have an NSN, you can still order it with a part number (PN)
using DD Form 1348-6, DOD Single Line Item Requisition System Document.
For instructions on how to order a non-stocked item using a DD 1348-6, click on the
link below.
Utility Helicopters Newsletter, July-Aug 2021, p. 21:
Ordering Non-Stock Listed Material
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Lakota: Having Flight Control Rod
Issues?
/ Published Aug. 25, 2021

Photo by Spc. Lisa Crawford

Heads up, Lakota operators. The Light Helicopter Product Office (LHPO) has
received reports from units that have discovered cracked swaged collars on the flight
control rods.

Cracks not a safety problem
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LHPO and Airbus conducted an investigation and identified several contributing
factors that may increase the likelihood of these cracks occurring. One factor is
corrosion; another is the possibility of an improper amount of torque applied to the
control rod jam nuts.
The Lakota System Safety Working Group (SSWG) reviewed the results of the
investigation and the design of the threaded section of the control rods and
determined that the cracked sleeves are not a safety hazard.

Threaded section of rods not a safety hazard

The current control rod design has been in use worldwide without a single failure in
more than 100 million flight hours. The SSWG did determine that the sleeve cracks
are a reliability maintenance issue. As a result, the LHPO will issue an aviation
maintenance action message (AMAM) requiring all Lakota operators to inspect all
control rods. So be on the lookout for an AMAM in the very near future.
Got questions? Contact Gary Graham by email:
gary.a.graham10.civ@mail.mil
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AGSE: For Want of an ALUMMC
Windshield Bolt
/ Published Aug. 27, 2021

Photo by Spc. Scott Lindblom

Dear Sergeant Blade,
In WP 0132 (Maintainer Maintenance Windshield Assembly) of the aviation light utility
mobile maintenance cart’s (ALUMMC) TM 1-1740-213-13&P (Feb 16), mushroom
bolts are needed to secure the windshield. The work package shows the parts for the
windshield, but it doesn’t list an NSN for the mushroom bolt itself. Is there an NSN for
the mushroom bolt?
CW2 R.T.
Dear Chief R.T.,
The short answer about the mushroom bolt is that there's no NSN in the TM. Here’s
why...
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The ALUMMC TM does show the mushroom bolt as Item 2 in the figure below.

Schematic showing mushroom bolt location

However, it's not listed as a separate part in the RPSTL. Instead, it's a subset of the
latch kit (Item No. 7 in the table and figure below from pages 0156-75 and 0156-76 in
the TM).
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Mushroom bolt is a subset of the latch kit (Item No. 7)
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Schematic showing Item #7 in which mushroom bolt is a subset

The only option available to get the mushroom bolt is to order the latch kit, PN
AM141842, CAGE 0XWZ3. Even though Item 7 has an SMR code of PAFZZ, it
currently doesn't have an NSN assigned.
It’s common with AGSE products, including the ALUMMC, for NSNs to drop off or
never get assigned, especially with commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products. In
these circumstances, the parts are typically ordered “off-line” or as a non-standard
requisition. In other words, they are ordered directly from a vendor identified as a
supplier in the DLA Commercial and Government Entity (CAGE) Program. In this
case, it’s John Deere®.
PD-AGSE asks that whenever units order AGSE parts using these procedures that
they also submit a help request by email to the AGSE Help Desk at:
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usarmy.redstone.amcom.list.jtdi-agse@mail.mil
When submitting the help request, please include the part number, CAGE code, and
figure number and item number from the TM for the part that doesn’t have an NSN
assigned. This information will assist PD AGSE in capturing non-NSN part demand
and aid the assignment or re-instatement of an NSN for the requested part.
Follow these steps to complete a non-standard requisition:

1. Create a Non-Standard Material Master Request (ZNONSTD)
2. Add Non-Standard Material to Work Order (/N/ISDFPS/DISP_EQU_SIT).
3. Procure a non-standard item from National (A0B) (SBWP).
These transactions have detailed instructions presented as guides and job aids.
They’re available in the GCSS-Army End User Manual (EUM+) at:
https://www.gcss-army.army.mil/GCSS-ARMY/EUMLaunch/garmy_jump1.html
You'll need your CAC to access.
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UH-60M: Remove Stabilator Bolts the
Right Way
/ Published Aug. 27, 2021

Photo by Pierre Courtejoie

Mechanics, if you’re having problems removing the stabilator from your aircraft
because the attachment bolts are stuck, using a hammer and a brass bar on the bolts
will only damage them. Brute force isn’t the way to go, but there’s another way.
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There’s a stabilator pin removal clamp (SPRC), NSN 5340-01-688-0350, in WP 0623
of TM 1-1520-280-23&P (Mar 21) that you can use to remove the bolts without
causing damage.
Click on the image below to open a PDF that provides details about the SPRC tool
and information on how to order and use it.

Click on image above to open PDF with more details
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MEDEVAC: Rescue Hoist Hook Now
Has NSN
/ Published Aug. 27, 2021

Photo by Staff Sgt. Warren Wright

Mechanics, the MEDEVAC internal rescue hoist D-Lok rescue hoist hook now has an
NSN assigned. The hook NSN is 4030-01-01-686-4251 (PN 414AF 686-4251) and is
available through the supply system.
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NSN now available to order D-Lok hook

Make a note that the D-Lok hook used on the internal hoist (Models BL-29900-30,
42305-5) is not susceptible to dynamic rollout. Installing and using the hook
eliminates the current operational restrictions affecting the mil-spec hook (without
pin), Slide-Lok and Slide-Lok II hooks identified in AWR980.
For further information on these restrictions, see safety of flight message H-60-17SOF-03 (update 3 Oct 19). With your CAC, you can download messages from:
https://asmprd.redstone.army.mil/
Got questions? Contact PD MEDEVAC POCs Michael Brooks and Rom Ordonez by
email:
michael.w.brooks28.civ@mail.mil
romulo.i.ordonez.civ@mail.mil
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MEDEVAC: NSN Assigned for Lift Bag
Kit
/ Published Aug. 27, 2021

Photo Courtesy of Black Hawk Program Office

MEDEVAC operators, based on input and feedback from the field on the use and
ordering of lift bag kits, PD MEDEVAC has now assigned the kit an NSN.
The lift bag kit, NSN 3990-01-694-4332 (PN K/T-694), is DLA-managed. The kit is
called heavy lift cargo set and consists of the following items:
Item Name
Transport case
Ballast bag

PN
1090900-001
1090893-001

QTY
1
1

Sandbags
Suspended scale
Carabiner hook
Wear-resistant web sling

1090894-001
109089-001
1090897-001
1090898-001

23
1
1
1

Wire rope lanyard

1090899-001

1
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Make a note that this information is scheduled to appear in the next FED LOG
update. Got questions? Contact the PD MEDEVAC POCs, Thomas Perry and
Johnny Eley, by email:
thomas.b.perry.civ@mail.mil
johnny.s.eley.civ@mail.mil
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Combat Vehicles

Combat Vehicles: LRU Troubleshooting
and NGATS/DSESTS
/ Published Aug. 3, 2021

Photo by Sgt. Alan Brutus

Some units are turning in line replaceable units (LRUs) as unserviceable when they’re
actually in good working condition.
That’s not good!
Turning in serviceable LRUs drives up costs and makes units spend money
unnecessarily. Not to mention that unit readiness is hurt while vehicles sit around the
motor pool waiting on replacement of an LRU that was actually working just fine.
Here’s some information that will help you avoid turning in an unserviceable LRU. It’s
broken down by who’s responsible for the various steps involved:
Tactical Unit Troubleshooting Responsibility
It’s important to troubleshoot LRUs exactly like it says in the TMs to prevent turning in
serviceable LRUs. Be sure an LRU is tested with the Direct Support Electrical System
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Test Set (DSESTS) or the new Next Generation Automatic Test System (NGATS)
before turning it in to your supply support activity (SSA). The NGATS or DSESTS is
typically located at the brigade support battalion (BSB).
Some LRUs are turned in as unserviceable and the only thing wrong with them is they
haven’t been updated with the correct software or there’s a mismatch between the
LRUs software and the vehicle’s software. Planned software updates are managed by
modification work orders (MWOs).
Brigade Maintenance Responsibility
The BSB NGATS/ DSESTS team has working knowledge of its supported customers’
software and vehicle configurations. When an MWO is issued, the DSESTS/NGATS
team is informed. Typically, these MWO’s are performed one battalion at a time, so
there are scenarios where the brigade may have more than one software/hardware
configuration to update because the battalions have differing versions of
software/hardware. Again, the DSESTS/NGATS team knows what each battalion
requires and reacts accordingly.
When testing an LRU, the technician selects the type of LRU being tested. The next
step is to select the LRU’s part number from those listed on the menu. The part
number will determine the software and hardware required to repair the LRU.
Of course, the DSESTS/NGATS team must ensure it maintains its assigned DSESTS
or NGATS test equipment. This means running functional self-tests (FSTs) and
visually inspecting all test cables before use. It also means taking care of these
cables because most of the ones used on the DSESTS will also be used on the
NGATS when it’s fielded to your unit.
Tactical Unit Verification Responsibility
After the repaired or updated LRU is returned to the unit and installed, the first followon action is for the mechanic to verify the LRU’s software and determine its version. It
must correspond to the vehicle’s software version; if it doesn’t, it will cause the LRU to
operate improperly. If the software is incorrect, then the correct software is
downloaded using the Software Loader Verifier (SLV) or the vehicle’s brick.
Important note: There has been a significant problem with units not ensuring
compatibility between LRU’s software and the host vehicle’s software. It’s possible
that a unit will get an LRU from brigade that’s just been updated with the latest
software. But if that version of software isn’t compatible with the vehicle’s software,
then the unit must use the SLV to download the compatible software, even if it means
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returning to an older version.
Need DSESTS/NGATS Help?
If you’re in a tactical unit experiencing LRU challenges beyond what’s been discussed
here, reach out to the nearest combat vehicle logistics assistance representative
(LAR). The DESESTS/NGATS team should also initially contact a LAR for assistance.
Or units can call the NGATS helpline at (256) 876-1470 or visit the portal page at
(you'll need your CAC to access):
http://www.milsuite.mil/book/ngats
Contact the TACOM DSESTS/NGATS team at:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-dsests@mail.mil
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Ground Vehicles: QR Codes for PMCS
Not TACOM-Endorsed
/ Published Aug. 26, 2021

Courtesy medium.com/crypto-punks

Dear Half-Mast,
I work on a Command Maintenance Evaluation/Maintenance Assistance Instruction
(COMET/MAIT) team and keep seeing quick response (QR) codes used to access
the PMCS tables of a vehicle’s TMs.
My problem is, I can't find any official policy guidance for using these codes. Is there a
message or directive that tells units not to use QR codes in vehicles for PMCS or to
replace TMs?
Mr. A.B.
Dear Mr. A.B.,
The use of QR codes to access PMCS tables on smart phones and devices is fairly
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new. There’s no official policy governing its acceptability or use. I reached out to the
Technical Publications Group at TACOM to get their perspective, and here’s what they
had to say:

While we applaud the ingenuity of Soldier’s efforts to overcome challenges
related to the availability of technical equipment publications, TACOM
neither condones nor supports the QR codes approach.
Units should not be using a QR scanning system to access excerpted
pages of DA-authenticated technical manuals. Using QR codes is not DAsanctioned, and there is no current plan to authorize this grassroots effort
to performing PMCS.
The primary challenge with this approach is that some TMs are not opensource documents. Restricted distribution statements require them to
remain behind the CAC firewall. According to Para 4-9 of DA PAM 25-40,
Army Publishing Program Procedures, LDAC’s ETM/IETM website is the
only approved online repository for TMs. Also, Para 6-3.k of DA PAM 2540 says “operator manuals accompany the equipment when it is issued to
the end user and are listed in the BII list."
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Construction

120M Road Grader: Be Air-Aware When
Flow’s Too Slow!
/ Published Aug. 12, 2021

Photo by Staff Sgt. Zachary Holden

This article initially appeared in PS 766 (Sep 16), p. 19.
Operators, when it comes to the inside and outside air filter elements for your 120M
road grader’s cab, you need to be air-aware.
Dirty filter elements mean dirty air inside the cab. Clean elements keep clean air
circulating—and you breathing easy—while out at the dusty worksite.
So if you find yourself coughing a little too much while in the driver’s seat, try this:
1. Check the air inlets for sand or dirt buildup. Ice and snow can be a problem
during cold weather.
2. Pull both filter elements and tap them gently against the palm of your hand to
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remove as much trapped dirt, dust and sand as possible. Just be careful not to
bang an element against anything hard. That will bend its sealing edge or crush
the filtering material. Then you’ve got bigger problems than a clogged element.

Pull outside (left) and inside (right) filter elements to check for debris buildup

3. If available, clean the elements with low-pressure air (30 psi or less). If not,
make sure it gets done when you get back to the motor pool.
You’ll find more information on cab filter element cleaning in WPs 0013-38 and 001341 of TM 5-3805-293-10 (Dec 10).
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HMEE-I: Blackout Drive Light Reminder
/ Published Aug. 18, 2021

Photo by Master Sgt. Mark Olsen

Operators, the excavator’s blackout (BO) drive light is mounted to a moveable drive
light assembly that can be mounted on the loader bucket for Department of
Transportation (DOT) approved on-road travel or to the vehicle’s cab for all other
uses. However, the BO drive light portion of the assembly functions only when the
assembly is mounted to the loader bucket and connected to the loader bucket
harness.
Here’s the catch: There’s no mention in the PMCS section of TM 5-2420-232-10 (Sep
10, w/Ch1 Sep 12) that tells you the vehicle’s BO drive light works only when it’s
installed and connected to the vehicle’s loader bucket harness. As a result, during
PMCS, the operator might waste time trying to fault-isolate a BO drive light that isn’t
working. Knowing where it’ll work and where it won’t will help you avoid wasted time.
Keep this pointer in mind until the -10 TM is updated.
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815F Compactor: Preventive
Maintenance Tips
/ Published Aug. 20, 2021

Photo by Spc. Thea N Jorgensen

Operators, keep these preventive maintenance (PM) tips in mind before you hop into
the 815F compactor at the worksite.
Steering Wheel Safety
With the quick touch of a hand, operators can move the compactor’s front chassis
from side to side. Moving the chassis isn’t a problem unless one of your buddies
comes over to talk while the engine is running. When you lean over to listen, your
right arm or leg can press against the steering wheel. Then your buddy can get
crushed or knocked off his feet by the tampering tips on the wheel assemblies.
So, be safe. If the vehicle is not in operation, tilt the steering wheel forward to keep it
out of the way.
And here’s another PM tip to keep in mind. When you climb in and out of the vehicle,
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make sure you use the handholds along the cab’s structure. The steering wheel is
not for hoisting yourself into the cab!
Engine Accessory Belt
The engine accessory belt for the up-armored compactor (with air conditioning)
comes with NSN 3030-01-479-5467. Make a note until this NSN is added to TM 53805-380-13&P (Jun 08).
Air Filter Cleaning
A clean air filter element is crucial during construction operations, especially when
there’s a lot of dust in the air.
Keep a close eye on the air cleaner indicator next to the filter canister. If the indicator
moves from yellow to red, you have some work to do.
Pop the canister’s lid and pull out both air filters. You’ll find the secondary filter inside
the primary.
Tap each filter against the heel of your hand’s palm to loosen dirt or sand. Don’t
smack it against something hard or you’ll damage the filter. Next, give the filter a good
shake and tap it some more. That’s usually enough to knock junk out of the filter to
keep your compactor operating.
When the work day’s over, tell your mechanic what you did. Then the mechanic will
know it’s time to clean or replace the filter.
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Ground Vehicles: QR Codes for PMCS
Not TACOM-Endorsed
/ Published Aug. 26, 2021

Courtesy medium.com/crypto-punks

Dear Half-Mast,
I work on a Command Maintenance Evaluation/Maintenance Assistance Instruction
(COMET/MAIT) team and keep seeing quick response (QR) codes used to access
the PMCS tables of a vehicle’s TMs.
My problem is, I can't find any official policy guidance for using these codes. Is there a
message or directive that tells units not to use QR codes in vehicles for PMCS or to
replace TMs?
Mr. A.B.
Dear Mr. A.B.,
The use of QR codes to access PMCS tables on smart phones and devices is fairly
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new. There’s no official policy governing its acceptability or use. I reached out to the
Technical Publications Group at TACOM to get their perspective, and here’s what they
had to say:

While we applaud the ingenuity of Soldier’s efforts to overcome challenges
related to the availability of technical equipment publications, TACOM
neither condones nor supports the QR codes approach.
Units should not be using a QR scanning system to access excerpted
pages of DA-authenticated technical manuals. Using QR codes is not DAsanctioned, and there is no current plan to authorize this grassroots effort
to performing PMCS.
The primary challenge with this approach is that some TMs are not opensource documents. Restricted distribution statements require them to
remain behind the CAC firewall. According to Para 4-9 of DA PAM 25-40,
Army Publishing Program Procedures, LDAC’s ETM/IETM website is the
only approved online repository for TMs. Also, Para 6-3.k of DA PAM 2540 says “operator manuals accompany the equipment when it is issued to
the end user and are listed in the BII list."
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Commo/Electronics

DCGS-A: Two New Pubs Launched
/ Published Aug. 3, 2021

Photo by Sgt. Melissa Lessard

The Distributed Common Ground System-Army (DCGS-A) is the Army’s primary way
of posting, processing and distributing real-time intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance (ISR) information to intelligence analysts and commanders.
There are two (2) new TMs that cover operator and field maintenance, including
RSPTL, for the DCGS-A portable, multi-function workstation (P-MFWS).
The new TMs cover the following P-MFWS:
P-MFWS

TM

AN/TYQ-93F (V)2, NSN 7010-01-672-3836

11-7010-674-13&P (May 21)

AN/TYQ-93E (V)4, NSN 7010-01-666-0992

11-7010-675-13&P (May 21)

AN/TYQ-93F (V)4, NSN 7010-01-669-9596

11-7010-675-13&P (May 21)

To get either TM, log in with your CAC at this link:
https://www.aesip.army.mil/irj/portal
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Choose the LDAC tab, then open the Publications dropdown on the left side menu,
and then select ETM/IETM.
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ECU: Refrigerant Change Sparks Alert
/ Published Aug. 5, 2021

Photo by Senior Airman Gabrielle Winn

Here’s an important message for units: Refrigeration and maintenance services on
Environmental Control Unit (ECU) systems that contain a refrigerant known as R22
are no longer authorized to be performed in OCONUS locations in Europe. This
restriction includes service procedures like full refrigerant charges and/or “topping off.”
Units can continue to operate ECU systems using R22 until refrigeration services are
required. But once any services are due, R22 must not be used and/or serviced.
Personnel stationed OCONUS who violated international restrictions by continuing to
service R22, which has ozone-depleting hydrochlorofluorocarbons, have been
penalized and fined by host nations.
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OCONUS R22 use may result in host nation fines

As a solution, CECOM’s Integrated Logistics Support Center (ILSC) has tested and
approved the use of MO99, also known as R438A, as a safe and suitable “drop-in”
replacement refrigerant for R22 in legacy ECU systems.
R438A refrigerant is only authorized for use in the following ECU systems:
BTU/hr
9,000 (115V)

NSN 412001-456-6954

LIN
A23828

9,000 (208V)
18,000 (208V)
18,000 vertical
36,000 (208V)

01-330-6542
01-523-4472
01-329-1515
01-467-2638

A23955
A24463
A24455
A24763

Unit Instructions

1. Be aware of any ECU systems that have already been charged
(retrofitted) with R438A refrigerant with identification plates stating that the
newer refrigerant was applied. Note: This is a critical step to ensure the
two refrigerants aren’t mixed, which can cause a chemical/pressure
imbalance, making ECU systems NMC.
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Apply identification plates to retrofitted ECU systems

2. Units performing retrofits should contact the CECOM representatives
listed below or LARs to acquire CAUTION identification plates to be
attached to retrofitted ECU systems.
3. R438A retrofits are to be performed on an as-needed basis (attrition),
unless units are informed otherwise or unit resources become available.
4. Units are asked to retrofit ECU systems to R438A prior to deployments in
theater.
5. If R438A is not available through DLA and service is necessary, local
purchase is authorized through LAR-approved sources.
Take note of these R438A refrigerant charging pressures:
BTU/hr
9,000 (115V)
9,000 (208V)
18,000 (208V)
18,000 vertical
36,000 (208V)

R438A lbs
1.90
1.90
2.62
3.25
5.70

6. If you have questions on ECU systems support, contact the following
CECOM ILSC POCs:
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Sydney Mapp at:
sydney.w.mapp3.civ@mail.mil
or
Mike Rankosky at:
michael.g.rankosky.civ@mail.mil
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Training: LandWarNet Offers Many
Options
/ Published Aug. 10, 2021

Photo by Sgt. James Geelen

Have you heard of LandWarNet (LWN) eUniversity? It’s the Army’s one-stop training
resource for all things cyber, signal, mission command and information technology.
You’ll find info on COMSEC, SATCOM and tactical radios, too. With more than 40,000
training aids and products, you’re sure to find something worth tucking away.
You’ll need your CAC to access LWN. Click on the image below to access the site:
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Click on image above to access the LWN website
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AN/PYQ-10A(c) SKL: Better Battery
Drops in FY22
/ Published Aug. 27, 2021

Photo Courtesy of Product Leader COMSEC

A new heavy duty (HD) battery, NSN 6130-01-691-0809, for the AN/PYQ-10A(c)
Simple Key Loader (SKL), is scheduled to replace the current HD battery, NSN 613001-525-2788, for all newly-produced SKLs by November 30, 2021, and as a
replacement battery for already-fielded SKLs.
The current HD battery will continue to be issued until the stock is depleted. The new
HD battery is modified to extend shelf life to five (5) years and allow for longer use.
The new HD battery is equivalent to the current HD battery, except the SKL must be
updated to user application software (UAS) 14 for the new HD battery to display its
current charge level.
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New HD battery

Note that the new HD battery is not a replacement for the standard duty battery, NSN
6130-01-525-1635, nor does the current standard duty battery currently have an
obsolescence issue like its HD counterpart.
All approved versions of the SKL UAS and supporting documentation, including the
newest v14 (once released), can be found on the LandWarNet (LWN) website at
(have your CAC handy):
https://lwn.army.mil/
At the website:
Navigate to the COMSEC section.
Click the Key Management - ACES, SKL, TKL, RASKL link.
Once in the Key Management area, click the link for SKL Training, Software
Downloads and Supporting Documentation.
From there, navigate to your specific need, such as training, software or
documentation.
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Use current HD battery in SKL until stock runs out
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Logistics Management

The Future is Now: AMC Implements
Additive Manufacturing Digital Thread
/ Published Aug. 24, 2021

Photo by Spc. Adeline Witherspoon

The U.S. Army Materiel Command’s (AMC's) mission is to develop and deliver
materiel readiness solutions to ensure globally-dominant land force capabilities. This
includes managing the global supply chain and synchronizing logistics and
sustainment activities across the Army. To be successful, AMC not only has to focus
on present challenges but anticipate future opportunities that will enable it to sustain
Army readiness smarter, faster, safer and more cost-effectively.
One emerging technology that holds great promise for achieving these outcomes is
Additive Manufacturing (AM), a fancy term for 3D printing technology. Imagine, for a
moment, a BCT in the close fight has a Stryker go down for a support bracket. A
replacement isn’t immediately available and it will take roughly two weeks to arrive via
normal supply channels. But back in the support area, the maintenance shop has 3D
printers working 24-hours a day. A Global Combat Support System–Army (GCSSArmy) clerk calls up the “data set” needed to replicate the part, enters it into the
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printer and, shazam, the part is produced and sped to the unit.
Like any emerging technology, however, AM needs to be studied, vetted and
experimented with in order to determine how best to implement this capability. It’s not
as if the Army can suddenly start 3D printing every repair or spare part it needs. AMC
has already started all of these efforts and is, in fact, well along in its adoption of AM.
To capture the various studies, recommendations and the resulting data sets that will
actually produce repair parts, AMC G-3 Supply Chain Management Directorate led an
effort to establish what is termed the AM Digital Thread (AM DT). Effective Aug 30,
2021, the AM DT will become operational, providing standard processes and
means for submitting AM candidates, obtaining status concerning AM evaluations,
submitting AM requests for technical data and accessing approved AM technical data
for 3D printing parts.
The AM DT will be accessible to authorized users within the Army enterprise to
include program and product managers; Combat Capabilities Development
Command and subordinate engineering support activities; HQ AMC and its life-cycle
management commands; organic industrial base (OIB) sites; and Soldiers in the field.
Users have the ability to search for AM-approved materials and items, search and
download approved 3D print files, request evaluations for new candidates, and
request assistance with AM production methods.
The AM DT capability resides in the Logistics Modernization Program (LMP) and can
be directly accessed via the GCSS-Army portal. The AM DT is only accessible by
authorized users who should coordinate with their local LMP user account manager,
GCSS-Army access administrator or chain of command for access requirements and
assistance.
Training courses for AM DT are already available in the Army Learning Management
System (ALMS). It’s recommended you use the search term “AMDT” in ALMS to
obtain a full listing of applicable courses. Once inside a course, users are encouraged
to review all available materials, as some courses include job aids and other helpful
documents. You can access ALMS training at:
https://www.lms.army.mil/
For system or technical assistance, contact the following:
LMP Service Desk (HQ AMC, LCMCs, OIB sites, etc.)
Toll-Free Number: 844-357-0401
Email: usarmy.letterkenny.peo-eis.other.lmphelpdesk@mail.mil
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GCSS-Army Help Desk (Tactical users, etc.)
Toll-Free Number: 866-547-1349; Local: 804-734-1051
Service Desk for Tickets: https://service.peoeis.army.mil/gcssa
Self-Help: https://gcss.army.mil/selfhelp.html
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Ground Vehicles: QR Codes for PMCS
Not TACOM-Endorsed
/ Published Aug. 26, 2021

Courtesy medium.com/crypto-punks

Dear Half-Mast,
I work on a Command Maintenance Evaluation/Maintenance Assistance Instruction
(COMET/MAIT) team and keep seeing quick response (QR) codes used to access
the PMCS tables of a vehicle’s TMs.
My problem is, I can't find any official policy guidance for using these codes. Is there a
message or directive that tells units not to use QR codes in vehicles for PMCS or to
replace TMs?
Mr. A.B.
Dear Mr. A.B.,
The use of QR codes to access PMCS tables on smart phones and devices is fairly
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new. There’s no official policy governing its acceptability or use. I reached out to the
Technical Publications Group at TACOM to get their perspective, and here’s what they
had to say:

While we applaud the ingenuity of Soldier’s efforts to overcome challenges
related to the availability of technical equipment publications, TACOM
neither condones nor supports the QR codes approach.
Units should not be using a QR scanning system to access excerpted
pages of DA-authenticated technical manuals. Using QR codes is not DAsanctioned, and there is no current plan to authorize this grassroots effort
to performing PMCS.
The primary challenge with this approach is that some TMs are not opensource documents. Restricted distribution statements require them to
remain behind the CAC firewall. According to Para 4-9 of DA PAM 25-40,
Army Publishing Program Procedures, LDAC’s ETM/IETM website is the
only approved online repository for TMs. Also, Para 6-3.k of DA PAM 2540 says “operator manuals accompany the equipment when it is issued to
the end user and are listed in the BII list."
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Missiles

Patriot: Contaminated Hydraulic Fluid
Can Cause Faults
/ Published Aug. 3, 2021

Photo by Jason Cutshaw

Dear Editor,
The Patriot system is deployed worldwide and operates in all types of conditions from
hot and dry to moist and freezing. Under these conditions, the hydraulic system can
become contaminated by either particles or moisture.
The Patriot’s IETM 9-1430-1600-14&P (Mar 19) offers limited troubleshooting
procedures for hydraulic fluid flow. Here are some tips to prevent hydraulic fluid
contamination from particles:
Keep the container lids, spouts and funnels used to transfer fluid clean.
Plug valves and hoses when disconnected.
Wipe down and clean the end of the hydraulic hose with a lint-free cloth
before reconnecting it.
Replace grommets or O-rings when replacing the filters.
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Whenever there’s a major change in temperature, chemical containers (the 5-gallon
cans to 55-gallon drums of hydraulic fluid) “breathe” and can build up moisture over
time. Leaving a container open or loosely covered for a short period of time can have
the same effect.
The main thing to remember is, if you can’t keep fluid in a temperature-controlled
space, only stock what you’ll need. The simplest solution would be a completelyenclosed POL storage connex. Although it offers limited protection, it keeps fluid
containers from direct sunlight and heat, especially in theaters of operations where
the direct heat of the day rapidly changes to cooler weather at night. The best solution
is for units to have access to or procure a storage container that offers A/C or
dehumidifying capabilities.
Hydraulic fluid contamination can be the root cause for minor faults that can lead to
larger component failures. In the case of the antenna mast group (AMG), a detailed
lube order for the AMG that includes annual filter replacements is found on Page 3-1
of TM 11-5985-368-12&P (Oct 83, w/Ch 5, Sep 88).
Some of the filters are identified by part number in the TM, but these NSNs are your
best options:
Filter element, NSN 4330-01-182-3579
Filter, NSN 2940-01-150-9593
When the hydraulic system isn’t working right, it’s a good practice to inspect the filters
first, prior to other diagnostics.
CW3 Robert T Brower
Letterkenny Army Depot, PA
Editor’s note: Thanks for filtering this helpful information to PS, Chief Brower.
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MLRS: PMCS Multiplies Performance
/ Published Aug. 18, 2021

Courtesy Photo of PEO Missiles and Space

Dear Editor,
While I was reading Pages 36-38 of PS 769 (Dec 16), I noticed some out-of-date
information. The lubricant has changed and there’s a new TM number along with a
few other things. Is it possible to make these changes with the latest information?
Pablo Merel
AMC Missile LAR
Editor’s note: Consider it done, Pablo. To capture the changes that happened after
we published the story you referenced, here’s an update:

Give the launcher the same attention you give the carrier. Don’t ignore the
launcher when performing PMCS. Without exercise, the launcher batteries go
dead, the rollers on the booms freeze and the hydraulic fluid turns to gunk. To
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prevent this, operate the booms and hoist weekly.
Keep connectors as clean as possible. The slightest amount of dirt inside
connectors can cause system faults. Remove outside dirt before disconnecting
connectors. Then clean the connectors with electric cleaning compound, NSN
6850-01-371-8048, while they’re disconnected. Or you can use technical
isopropyl alcohol, NSN 6810-00-286-5435, if the electric cleaning compound
isn’t available. And remember to secure the connector with safety wire if
required.
Grease well, but first get rid of the old grease. As you operate your MLRS in
dirty environments, the dirt mixes with the grease and stops lubricating. That
wears out boom parts fast, especially gears and the boom motor.
Before adding new grease, you must get rid of the old grease. Use lubricant
cleaner CLP-1, NSN 9150-01-327-9631, to get the old grease out. You’ll find the
cleaning instructions in WP 550-15 of IETM 9-1055-647-13&P (Jun 20). Also,
make sure to clean the boom forward rollers using WP 550-3 of IETM 9-1055647-13&P. Finally, make sure to grease the gear teeth.

Check gear teeth for grease

Careful with the W19 and W20 cables. If you get in a hurry during reloads and
yank on the cables, they can break. Take the time to fully unlock the cable
connectors and then pull straight back on the connectors when disconnecting.
And don’t pull on the cables! That breaks wiring.
The umbilical adapters were added to the ends of the W19 and W20 cables to
protect the cables from heavy wear and damage. The cables are very difficult to
replace and your unit maintenance budget takes a huge hit when they have to
be replaced. See WP 0367 of IETM 9-1055-647-13&P for the full details.
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Fully unlock W19 and W20 cables before removing them

Careful with cables while traversing. If the cables aren’t following the grooves
in the cable wrap, they get tangled and then you’ve got a real mess. Make sure
someone watches the cables as you traverse the launcher. Never disregard the
panel lights and warning alarms because they let you know something is
wrong.
Don’t forget hydraulic fluid. If the fluid gets too low, the launcher will move
erratically or not at all. So don’t forget to check the level. All it takes is a glance
at the sight glass. Remember to keep the sight glass clean for easy reading. Let
the repairer know if the level doesn’t read GOOD. Whenever the launcher
moves strangely, check the hydraulic fluid level.
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Check hydraulic fluid during PMCS
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Small Arms

M9 Pistol: No Cracks please!
/ Published Aug. 11, 2021

Photo by Maj. Carson Petry

This article initially appeared in PS 760 (Mar 16), p. 36-38.
Your M9 pistol will eventually develop cracks if it’s fired regularly. That’s just a fact of
life.
So it’s important that you spot cracks before your M9 completely cracks up. Here’s
how to catch cracks early…
Wipe off any oil because it can hide cracks.
Then eyeball these areas:
Locking block along the front and rear of the locking lugs.
The barrel in the area around the locking block
The inside of the slide where the locking lugs sit
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The receiver rails where the locking blocks sit in the receiver
Around the magazine catch
Check for cracks in:
locking block.
in barrel around locking block.
in slide around locking lugs.
in receiver rails where locking blocks sit.
and around magazine catch.

Check for cracks in multiple places on your M9

Cracks in the lower receiver mean you need to have the pistol inspected and possibly
replaced. Cracks elsewhere are usually repairable. Tell your repairman.
Subscribe to Clean Magazines
The magazine is often overlooked during PMCS. If crud invades the magazine’s
insides, it may not feed right. Get rid of dirt by disassembling the magazine and giving
its insides a good working over with a toothbrush. See WP 0012-6 in TM 9-1005-31710.

Clean out magazine with toothbrush

When you reassemble the magazine, follow the steps in WP 0013-6.
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Remember that the follower goes on the spring end that points up and forward.
Followers can get worn and won’t lock back the slide when the magazine’s empty. If
the slide won’t lock back when you do the function check, tell your repairman.

Disassembled magazine

Trigger Bar Spring Warning
Careful when cleaning inside the magazine well. Many trigger bar springs are lost
during cleaning.
The spring is under lots of tension. If you nudge it —ZING— it’s gone! And no spring
means no firing.
Keep cleaning tools away from the spring and make sure the spring is still in place
when you’re through cleaning.
Rail Reminder
Make a point when cleaning to wipe off the receiver and slide rails. if the rails become
gritty with sand, the back-and-forth action of the slide wears out the bearing surfaces
and soon you’ve got firing problems.

Wipe off rails
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Be Safe with Safety Lever
If the safety lever is bent, don’t try to bend it back. That just weakens the lever or
snaps it off. DS needs to replace the lever.

Report bent safety lever. Don’t try to fix it

We have the world’s best equipment—take care of it!
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M320 Grenade Launcher: Watch Your
Fingers!
/ Published Aug. 12, 2021

Photo by Michelle Eberhart

This article initially appeared in PS 760 (Mar 16), p. 42.
The M320 grenade launcher has a very short barrel.
If your fingers stick out instead of fully wrapping around the grip, they’re much more
likely to be injured when the round explodes out of the barrel.
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Hold fingers as depicted here

Don't hold fingers like this!
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M249 Machine Gun: Won't Fire? Check
Piston Pin
/ Published Aug. 12, 2021

Photo by 1st Lt. Lindsay Roman

This article initially appeared in PS 758 (May 16), p. 42.
Dear Editor,
Recently I was trying to repair an M249 that wouldn’t fire. It would chamber rounds
and extract them with no problem when I worked the weapon manually with dummy
rounds. But when I had Soldiers test fire it with blanks, it still wouldn’t fire. I did the
normal troubleshooting, but nothing turned up.
Then I checked the unfired blank round and discovered that it didn’t have the normal
deep mark on its primer from the firing pin strike. That led me to check the gas piston.
I found its roll pin was broken and the gas piston was sticking out too far.
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Won't fire? Check roll pin
Once I replaced the pin, the M249 fired great.
Small arms repairmen might want to keep this in mind when they can’t figure out why
an M249 won’t fire.
Scott Taylor
Ft Benning, GA
Editor’s note: Excellent tip, Scott! Thanks for pinning down that problem.
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120mm Mortar: Have You Read the
Latest SOUM?
/ Published Aug. 18, 2021

Photo by Sgt. Marcus Fichtl

Soldiers, there’s a new safety of use message (SOUM) for the 120mm mortar.
TACOM issued SOUM 21-008, Potential Cracks and Inclusions, on 6 Jul 21. It’s an
update to SOUM 21-006, Potential Cracks and Inclusions, dated 21 Apr 21, which
you can access here:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MA21-006.html

The guidance listed in TACOM SOUM 21-006 remains valid, however it instructs units
with serial numbers 10000-12885 to contact TACOM for further guidance. SOUM 21008 now specifies the maintenance interval change for the borescope and pullover
found in TM 9-1000-202-14 (Feb 99, w/Ch 8, Feb 19)—which varies depending on
your cannon’s serial number—for all cannon serial numbers.
Cannon serial numbers

Action to be taken
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Cannon serial numbers

Action to be taken

10000-12885

Increase borescope & pullover
interval inspection from semi-annual
(180 days) to every 3 months (90
days)

10000-12885

Perform borescope and pullover and
inspect for surface cracks before
any firing mission

12886 or higher

Continue to have borescope &
pullover inspection performed semiannually

For the full story, go to the latest message:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Safety/message.cfm?id=SOUM21-008.html
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Soldier Support

Training: LandWarNet Offers Many
Options
/ Published Aug. 10, 2021

Photo by Sgt. James Geelen

Have you heard of LandWarNet (LWN) eUniversity? It’s the Army’s one-stop training
resource for all things cyber, signal, mission command and information technology.
You’ll find info on COMSEC, SATCOM and tactical radios, too. With more than 40,000
training aids and products, you’re sure to find something worth tucking away.
You’ll need your CAC to access LWN. Click on the image below to access the site:
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Click on image above to access the LWN website
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Clothing: Instructions for Wearing the
AGSU
/ Published Aug. 27, 2021
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Photo by Eric Pilgrim

The Army G-1 Uniform Policy Branch has created a quick visual aid for wearing the
Army Green Service Uniform (AGSU). To download the uniform guide, visit the PS
Magazine milBook site (you'll need your CAC to access):
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/docs/DOC-1035723
Links to the following uniform-related publications and message are available on the
Army Publishing Directorate website at:
https://armypubs.army.mil/
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AR 670-1, Wear and Appearance of Army Uniforms and Insignia (Jan 21)
DA PAM 670-1, Guide to the Wear And Appearance of Army Uniforms
And Insignia (Jan 21)
ALARACT 029/2021, Army Green Service Uniform (AGSU) Class B
Update (Mar 21).
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Tactical Vehicles

HEMTT, PLS: The New Plan is NCOMP
/ Published Aug. 3, 2021

Photo by Maj. Thomas Piernicky

Warfighters, there’s a new plan for HEMTT and PLS vehicles that aren’t used very
often. The Optimized Maintenance Non-Combat Operations Maintenance Plan
(NCOMP) will help reduce service workload for idle vehicles.
The plan only applies to services for HEMTT and PLS vehicles in Active Army, Army
National Guard, and Army Reserve components’ low-usage programs during noncombat operations. By the way, NCOMP doesn’t consider operational rotations to
Korea or Europe or training exercises at the National Training Center (NTC), Joint
Readiness Training Center (JRTC) or Joint Multinational Readiness Center (JMRC)
combat operations.
Don’t put that TM away just yet! All operator-level preventive maintenance checks
and services (PMCS) still apply.
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NCOMP should eventually replace the Low Usage Program (LUP). For more info,
check out TACOM Maintenance Action Message (MAM) 21-040 and TACOM MAM
21-042. Don’t forget you’ll need your CAC:
HEMTT
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MA21-040.html
PLS
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MA21-042.html
To view a related article on HMMWV NCOMP, click on the link below:

https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2544963/hmmwv-non-combat-operations-maintenanceplan/
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HMMWV: Ordering Steering Gear
/ Published Aug. 3, 2021

Photo Courtesy of TACOM

Dear Half Mast,
My unit has been trying to order a steering gear (also known as the pitman arm) for
an M1097R1 HMMWV that still has the older steering box and system. FED LOG lists
an acquisition advice code (AAC) of X (semi-active item; no replacement with stock
on-hand) for the item.
The part is shown as Item 7 in Fig 180 of TM 9 -2320-280-13&P (Jan 14). It’s circled
in the image below.
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RPSTL Illustration: TM 9 -2320-280-13&P, (Jan 14), Figure 180

Do you know if there’s a kit upgrade or a new NSN assigned to the item?
SFC A.H.
Dear Sergeant,
As of May 2021, FED LOG listed the steering gear/pitman arm with an AAC of D
(stocked item), so you can order it now.
Also, while TACOM was working on a solution to supply the part, they approved
harvesting it from excess equipment.
To view the NSNs, click on the milSuite link below (don't forget you'll need your CAC).
There you'll view this same article but with NSNs included:
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/docs/DOC-1028586
For more info, contact the HMMWV maintenance team at:
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usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx-ilsc-hmmwv-maintenance@mail.mil
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M997A3 HMMWV Ambulance: New and
Improved HVAC Kit on the Way
/ Published Aug. 5, 2021

Photo by Officer Candidate Jarvis Mace

Soldiers, excited about receiving the M997A3 HMMWV ambulance with the new and
improved heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system kit?
Good news! Units will start receiving vehicles with the upgraded kits soon, if they
haven’t already.
Rock Island Arsenal is installing the HVAC system kit on new vehicles, while alreadyfielded vehicles are going through a retrofit program starting in FY22 at Red River
Army Depot.
Verified maintenance and troubleshooting work packages, schematics and the Repair
Parts and Special Tools List (RPSTL) won’t be ready until 2022. Meanwhile, TACOM
has drafted interim troubleshooting and maintenance procedures, as well as
schematics and RPSTL information, to help operators and maintainers.
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Wondering whether your M997A3 ambulance already has the upgraded HVAC kit?
The upgraded system has toggle switches, while the old system has slide levers.
For more info, check out TACOM Maintenance Action Message 21-038 at:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=M-A21-038.html
You’ll need your CAC to access the message.
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M1078 FMTV: Get Doors for Older
Models
/ Published Aug. 9, 2021

Photo by Scott Sturkol

Soldiers, M1078 FMTVs are no longer produced. If your FMTV has a serial number of
121,109 or below, the NSNs listed for the doors in TM 9-2320-391-23&P (Oct 17) are
no longer valid.
The good news is that you can get:
a right dressed door with NSN 2510-01-676-7254, PN 12422929-003
or
a left dressed door, with NSN 2510-01-676-8103, PN 12422929-004.

For low velocity air drop (LVAD) models, you can get:
a right dressed door with NSN 2510-01-677-5886, PN 12422928-003
or
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a left dressed door with NSN 2510-01-677-5896, PN 12422928-004.

For more information, see the attached pdf.
FMTV AO & A1 Doors PDF
If you have questions about older FMTV doors, email Charles Carrol:
charles.e.carroll14.civ@mail.mil
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M1101 Trailer: One Strap or Two?
/ Published Aug. 10, 2021

Photo by Sgt. Dustin Biven

Maintainers, before you order that water can strap for your trailer, look at the water
can holder. Depending on the type of holder mounted onto your trailer, you’ll need
either a single strap or dual straps.
Item 8 in Fig 16 of TM 9-2330-392-13&P (Dec 12) shows the single strap style that
you can get with NSN 5340-00-968-4060.
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Single strap
The dual strap style of water can holder is mounted to the trailer with three (3) bolts.
One (1) of those three (3) bolts is mounted in the center of the water can holder,
which means that a single strap can’t be used because the bolt is in the way.

Dual strap
The dual water can straps are available through the manufacturer, Schutt Industries,
Inc. You’ll need to order the male strap with PN 12449600, and the female strap with
PN 12449594, because there are no NSNs assigned.
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You may want to order a single bar slide through the manufacturer too. Use PN
MS51940-5S to get the bar slide, or you can reuse the one from your old strap, if it’s
serviceable.
For more info or to order the bar slide or straps, contact Schutt Industries, Inc. at:
http://sales@schuttindustries.com
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Tactical Vehicles: Don’t Use Biodiesel
Blends!
/ Published Aug. 10, 2021

Photo by Spc. Nathan Franco

Warfighters, have you wondered if you can use biodiesel blends in your tactical
vehicles? Well, wonder no more because the answer is no.
AR 70-12, Fuels and Lubricants Standardization Policy for Equipment Design,
Operation, and Logistics Support (Nov 15), states that biodiesel blends are not
authorized for use in combat/tactical systems.
In fact, AR 70-12 requires that all Army vehicles be designed to use JP-8 or F-24 fuel.
For more info, contact the DEVCOM Ground Vehicle System Center (GVSC) Fuels
and Lubricants Branch at:
usarmy.detroit.devcom-gvsc.mbx.pol-help@mail.mil
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M1082, M1095 Trailers: NCOMP is the
New Plan
/ Published Aug. 10, 2021

Photo by Maj. Joel Anderson

Maintainers, there’s a new plan for M1082 2-1/2 ton and M1095 5-ton trailers that
aren’t used very much. The Optimized Maintenance Non-Combat Operations
Maintenance Plan (NCOMP) will help reduce the service workload for these idle
trailers.
The specific models affected are:
M1082 flatbed, NSN 2330-01-449-1775
M1095 flatbed, NSN 2330-01-449-1776
The plan only applies to services for M1082 and M1095 trailers in Active Army, Army
National Guard, and Army Reserve components’ low-usage, non-combat operations.
By the way, NCOMP doesn’t consider operational rotations to Korea or Europe or
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training exercises at the National Training Center (NTC), Joint Readiness Training
Center (JRTC) or Joint Multinational Readiness Center (JMRC) as combat
operations.
Keep the TMs handy! All operator-level preventive maintenance checks and services
(PMCS) still apply.
NCOMP should eventually replace the Low Usage Program (LUP). For more info,
check out TACOM Maintenance Action Message (MAM) 21-044 or visit NCOMP on
milSuite. Don’t forget you’ll need your CAC:
TACOM MAM 21-044
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MA21-044.html
NCOMP on milSuite
https://www.milsuite.mil/book/community/spaces/sustainnet/
ordnancecommunity/non-combat-operations-maintenance-plans-ncomp
To view a related article on HMMWV NCOMP, click on the link below:
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2544963/hmmwv-non-combatoperations-maintenance-plan/
To view a related article on HEMTT and PLS NCOMP, click on the link below:
https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/News/Article/2717273/hemtt-pls-the-newplan-is-ncomp/
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M915A5 Tractor Truck: Right NSN for
Taillight
/ Published Aug. 17, 2021

Photo by Capt. Adrian Silva

Operators, be careful ordering a taillight for your M915A5 tractor. Item 1 of Fig 103 in
TM 9-2320-426-13&P (IETM EM 0308, Aug 14) shows it as stoplight vehicular, NSN
6220-01-550-1339. That’s wrong.
To get the taillight, use NSN 6220-01-544-5789.
Jot this info down until the TM is updated.
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JLTV: A/C Lines and Radiator Tube
Interference
/ Published Aug. 17, 2021

Photo Courtesy of TACOM

Some fielded A1-series JLTVs have been found with coolant tubes contacting the A/C
line fitting on the coolant hose assembly. The primary causes are line routing and
their close proximity to each other. Vibrations during vehicle operation can cause a
wear mark on the aluminum coolant hose.
Continued wear on the hose may lead to a coolant leak, which could cause the
vehicle to overheat. So far, no failures of the cooling system have been reported;
however, maintainers can take a proactive approach and prevent the problem by
installing two p-clips, either at the first opportunity or during annual services. The link
below shows you how:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/?t=mam&f=PclipInstall.pdf
Get more information by checking out TACOM Maintenance Action Message 21-030
at:
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https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MA21-030.html
The message identifies vehicles impacted; otherwise, the two p-clips have been
installed in production.
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HEMTT: Dressed Cab Assembly or
Push Kit?
/ Published Aug. 24, 2021

Photo by Katie Wright

Dear Half-Mast,
My unit has an M977A4 HEMTT with a damaged cab, and we need a dressed cab
assembly.
Item 1 in Fig 273 of TM 9-2320-326-13&P (IETM EM 0288, Sep 20) shows NSN
2510-01-580-2577. The problem is, we can’t tell if this is a dressed cab assembly or a
push kit.
Can you help?
J.T.
Dear J.T.,

https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/DesktopModules/ArticleCS/Print.aspx?PortalId=74&ModuleId=30615&Article=2743174
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Sure! You’re good to go with NSN 2510-01-580-2577; it’s the correct NSN for the
dressed cab assembly.
Just to clarify, there are two (2) separate push kits shown in Fig 50 of the IETM.
There’s NSN 2510-01-580-1768, for the load handling system (LHS) variant, and
NSN 2510-01-580-1695, for all other non-LHS variants.

https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/DesktopModules/ArticleCS/Print.aspx?PortalId=74&ModuleId=30615&Article=2743174
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M915A5 Tractor Truck: Get Right NSN
for Fuel Line
/ Published Aug. 25, 2021

Photo by Capt. Adrian Silva

Maintainers, here’s a heads up if you have an M915A5 tractor truck! The NSN for the
fuel line is wrong in the IETM.
Currently, the fuel line, Item 16 in Fig 37 of TM 9-2320-426-13&P (IETM EM 0308,
Aug 14), shows NSN 4720-01-576-1541, PN MAGU0177. That’s wrong because that
fuel line is too short. Here’s a picture of Fig 37 from the IETM:

https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/DesktopModules/ArticleCS/Print.aspx?PortalId=74&ModuleId=30615&Article=2746629
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Item 16 of Fig 37 in TM 9-2320-426-13&P gives wrong fuel line NSN
You’ll need to use NSN 4720-01-481-4334, PN MAHU0489, to get the correct fitting
fuel line for your truck. Jot this down until the IETM is updated.

https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/DesktopModules/ArticleCS/Print.aspx?PortalId=74&ModuleId=30615&Article=2746629
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Ground Vehicles: QR Codes for PMCS
Not TACOM-Endorsed
/ Published Aug. 26, 2021

Courtesy medium.com/crypto-punks

Dear Half-Mast,
I work on a Command Maintenance Evaluation/Maintenance Assistance Instruction
(COMET/MAIT) team and keep seeing quick response (QR) codes used to access
the PMCS tables of a vehicle’s TMs.
My problem is, I can't find any official policy guidance for using these codes. Is there a
message or directive that tells units not to use QR codes in vehicles for PMCS or to
replace TMs?
Mr. A.B.
Dear Mr. A.B.,
The use of QR codes to access PMCS tables on smart phones and devices is fairly

https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/DesktopModules/ArticleCS/Print.aspx?PortalId=74&ModuleId=30615&Article=2747782
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new. There’s no official policy governing its acceptability or use. I reached out to the
Technical Publications Group at TACOM to get their perspective, and here’s what they
had to say:

While we applaud the ingenuity of Soldier’s efforts to overcome challenges
related to the availability of technical equipment publications, TACOM
neither condones nor supports the QR codes approach.
Units should not be using a QR scanning system to access excerpted
pages of DA-authenticated technical manuals. Using QR codes is not DAsanctioned, and there is no current plan to authorize this grassroots effort
to performing PMCS.
The primary challenge with this approach is that some TMs are not opensource documents. Restricted distribution statements require them to
remain behind the CAC firewall. According to Para 4-9 of DA PAM 25-40,
Army Publishing Program Procedures, LDAC’s ETM/IETM website is the
only approved online repository for TMs. Also, Para 6-3.k of DA PAM 2540 says “operator manuals accompany the equipment when it is issued to
the end user and are listed in the BII list."

https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/DesktopModules/ArticleCS/Print.aspx?PortalId=74&ModuleId=30615&Article=2747782
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Fuel Tankers: Need an Alternator or
Cooling Fan Belt?
/ Published Aug. 27, 2021

Photo by Sgt. 1st Class John Fries

Operators, be careful while ordering that alternator belt for your tanker trailer. Older
model tanker trailers use a different belt than the newer models. That’s because they
have different-sized alternator pulleys.
The NSN currently listed in TM 9-2330-339-23P (Dec 15) for the alternator belt used
in the M967A1, M969A1 and M969A2 models is incorrect. If you order that belt, you’ll
get a 30-inch belt. It’ll fit, but you won’t be able to tighten it enough to meet the
tension requirements. That’s because it should be a 28-inch belt!
DA 2028s have been submitted to fix the NSNs in the TM, so jot this down until the
TM is updated.

https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/DesktopModules/ArticleCS/Print.aspx?PortalId=74&ModuleId=30615&Article=2752792
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Schematic showing the alternator belt
Here’s a complete list of M967 and M969 alternator belt NSNs:
Model

Alternator Belt
NSN 3030-

M967A1

00-822-2411

M967A1P1

00-822-2411

M969A1

00-822-2411

M969A1P1

00-822-2411

M969A2

00-822-2411

M969A2P1

00-822-2411

M967A2

01-457-8833

M967A2P1

01-457-8833

M969A3

01-457-8833

M969A3P1

01-457-8833

Need a Cooling Fan Belt?
To get the cooling fan belt for any model that’s listed in the table, use NSN 3030-01457-8833, PN ED0024400340-S. By the way, that NSN also covers the belts for the
earlier models of fuel tankers that have the Lombardini engine installed.

https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/DesktopModules/ArticleCS/Print.aspx?PortalId=74&ModuleId=30615&Article=2752792
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Schematic showing the cooling fan belt

https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/DesktopModules/ArticleCS/Print.aspx?PortalId=74&ModuleId=30615&Article=2752792
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PQAS-E: Time to Swap the Laptop Hard
Drive
/ Published Aug. 27, 2021

Photo by Sgt. 1st Class Naurys Marte

Do you own or maintain a Petroleum Quality Analysis System-Enhanced (PQAS-E)?
If so, it’s time to swap the B300 Laptop W10 Internal HD (hard drive).
Expect a TACOM inventory management specialist to email or call your unit to verify a
point of contact and unit address prior to mailing the new hard drive.
When the new hard drive is delivered, keep the shipping box because you’ll use it to
send the old hard drive back for reuse. You’ll find the hard drive swap-out steps in WP
0095 of TM 10-6640-264-10 (Sep 17).
Before you swap out the hard drive, back up your data. The backup steps are
covered in WP 0096 of the TM. Look in the section titled, BACKUP/RESTORE.
For more info, check out TACOM Maintenance Action Message (MAM) 21-049 and
have your CAC handy:

https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/DesktopModules/ArticleCS/Print.aspx?PortalId=74&ModuleId=30615&Article=2752899
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https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MA21-049.html
Here's a link for the step-by-step installation instructions, which can also be found in TACOM MAM 21-049:

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/?t=mam&f=2021Directions.pdf

https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/DesktopModules/ArticleCS/Print.aspx?PortalId=74&ModuleId=30615&Article=2752899
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Tools

SATS Trailer: Door and ECU Panel Parts
/ Published Aug. 26, 2021

Photo Courtesy of TACOM

Dear Half-Mast,
I’m looking for the NSN to a door handle for the side generator access panel on the
SATS trailer. I also need the NSN for the thumbscrew that's attached to the panel on
the ECU.
I was able to find the part numbers in TM 9-4910-783-13&P (Sep 05), but no NSNs
came up when I searched by part numbers in FED LOG.
Can you help me out?
Mr. T.S.

https://www.psmagazine.army.mil/DesktopModules/ArticleCS/Print.aspx?PortalId=74&ModuleId=30615&Article=2747533
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Dear Mr. T.S.,
Sure can!
The t-handle latch for the door panel comes with NSN 5340-01-628-4920.
The thumbscrew comes with NSN 5305-01-628-3783.
The single wire rope that attaches the thumbscrew to the panel is NSN 4010-01628-0853.
And the blind rivet is NSN 5320-00-962-4693.
TACOM plans to update the TM with the missing NSNs, so make a note until that
happens.
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